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Proton spectroscopy beyond the drip line near A = 150
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The Daresbury recoil separator has been used to measure proton radioactivity from the nuclei ' Lu,
"'Lu, and ' Tm, produced using the reactions Ni+ Ru —+' Hf* and Ni+ Mo —+" Yb*. The
half-life of ' Lu has been measured for the first time as 35+10 ms, which identifies the proton decay as

an l =5 transitigp from the h»~~ proton state. New half-life and energy measurements have been made

for the known proton transitions from ' Tm and ' 'Lu, which have been unambiguously assigned using

the direct mass identification of the recoil separator. A new half-life measurement of the proton emitter
I is also reported.

PACS number(s): 23.90.+w, 21.10.Pc, 27.70.+q, 27.60.+j

I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclei lying beyond the proton drip line are energeti-
cally unbound to proton emission from the nuclear
ground state. Measurements of proton emitting nuclei
provide unique nuclear structure information for nuclei
far from the regions of known data. The sensitivity of the
proton partial half-life to the orbital angular momentum
of the emitted proton can be used to identify the level or-
dering of low-lying proton states. At the same time Qz
values derived from measured proton transition energies
provide a stringent test of competing mass models in re-
gions far from the known mass surface.

The first examples of direct proton emission were re-
ported in 1982 from the nuclei ' 'Lu [1] and ' Tm [2].
The proton transition from ' 'Lu was observed using the
in-fIight velocity filter SHIP at GSI, whereas the longer-
lived ' Tm was initially measured on the GSI on-line
mass separator. These two examples formed a region of
proton emission from spherical shell-model nuclei and
were followed in 1984 by the observation of the deformed
transitional proton emitters ' I and "Cs [3,4]. Further
studies of these four nuclei were subsequently carried out
using SHIP and a number of weak proton transitions
were reported which could not be unambiguously
identified [5]. In this paper we report new proton decay
half-lives and energy measurements in this region ob-
tained using the Daresbury recoil mass separator and a
double-sided silicon strip detector [6,7]. The explicit
mass identification provided by this technique has al-
lowed a direct mass assignment to be made in each case.

II. PREVIOUS PROTON
RADIOACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

IN THE A =150REGION

During several SHIP experiments the reactions
Ni+ Mo~' Yb and ' Ni+ Ru~' HP were used

to measure proton emission from ' Tm and ' 'Lu respec-
tively. In each case an intense proton peak was observed,
corresponding to the ground-state transitions from ' Tm
and ' 'Lu respectively, plus a number of weaker lines. In
general, the assignment of the parent nucleus for each ob-
served transition was achieved using excitation function
systematics and Q value arguments. In the case of the

reaction Ni+ Mo —+ ' Yb* the ground-state peak
from ' Tm was clearly seen with an energy E =1.05
MeV. The half-life of this transition had been previously
measured at the GSI mass separator with a value of
560+40 ms [2], identifying the h»&2 proton level as the
origin of the transition. In the SHIP experiments a weak-
er line was also observed at 1118 keV, which was tenta-
tively assigned to proton emission from a low-lying state
in ' Tm [8]. The compound nucleus excitation energy
used in this reaction was 42 MeV, which corresponds to
the maximum cross section of both the two-nucleon
channels (' Er, ' Tm, and ' Yb) and the low-lying ex-
cited states of the three-nucleon channels. For such nu-
clei lying beyond the known mass surface, Q values can
be predicted using a mass model such as that of Moiler
and Nix [9]. These Q~ value estimates identified ' Tm as
the most likely origin of this weaker transition, although
proton emission from an isomeric state in ' Tm could
not be ruled out. The measured half-life of this transition
was 360+80 ps [8], which is consistent with an l =2 rath-
er than an /=0 transition. Four additional lines were
also observed in this reaction with energies of 2467+20
keV, 2851+15 keV [5,10], 2935 and 3277 keV [11], and
with half-lives in the range 1 IMs —10 ms. This upper limit
on the half-life rules out P-delayed proton emission as a
source of these lines. No assignments were suggested for
these lines and until this work no further experiments
had been performed to reproduce them.

Proton emission from ' 'Lu was convincingly identified
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at SHIP using the reaction Ni+ Ru~' Hf which
produced a proton peak at an energy of 1.233 MeV. The
measured half-life of 85+10 ms also identified this decay
as an l =5 transition from the h &&&2 proton level. In ad-
dition, a weak transition was observed at an energy of
1263 keV from the same reaction, produced at excitation
energies in the range 72—78 MeV. The most likely source
of this transition was from a high-spin ground state l ~ 5

level in ' Lu. The excitation energies used to produce
this line were higher than that for the peak cross section
of the ' 'Lu transition, consistent with moving from a
three-nucleon (p2n) to a four-nucleon (p3n) evaporation
channel. In an alternative explanation suggested by Hof-
mann [5] the 1263-keV line could originate from a low-
spin isomeric state in ' 'Lu, fed via P decay from ' 'Hf.
Production of ' 'Hf via the 3n channel might account for
the higher excitation energy required, relative to direct
production of ' 'Lu via the p2n channel. As the ground
state of ' 'Lu would also be populated in the same way
from ' 'Hf, this would explain the observation at SHIP of
both the 1263-keV line and the ' 'Lu line at the higher
excitation energy. The calculated Wentzel-Kramers-
Brillouin (WKB) proton half-life for a 1.26-MeV transi-
tion is approximately 40 ms for an I =5 transition from

Lu, whereas the P half-life of ' 'Hf is estimated to be in
the range 100—300 ms. The low statistics of the SHIP
measurement prevented a half-life from being obtained,
giving only an experimentally deduced lower limit of 10
ms which leaves either mechanism as a possibility. Fur-
thermore, an additional weak line was seen from this re-
action (E„=68MeV) with an energy of 1360+10keV [5].
Decay energy spectra from this experiment [11]show this
peak barely identifiable above background and with an
experimentally deduced lower half-life limit of 2 ms. No
assignment was given for this transition.

The aim of this work was therefore to identify proton
transitions produced from the reactions

Ni+ Mo~' Yb* and Ni+ Ru~' Hf", exploit-
ing the greater sensitivity and explicit mass identification
of the Daresbury technique (see Sec. III). This method
has already been successfully used to identify the new
odd-odd proton emitters ' Ta and ' Re [12].

III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The evaporation residue implantation detection system
[6,7] has been developed on the Daresbury recoil mass
separator as a highly sensitive technique for the measure-
ment of short-lived ( ~ 1 p,s) low cross section proton-
emitting nuclei. The technique offers a number of advan-
tages over the previous SHIP experiments, namely, the
explicit mass identification and the increased sensitivity
to low cross section decay lines. This has made possible
the study of proton transitions from evaporation residues
produced via the p3n channel, such as ' Re. The recoil
separator provides fast in-Aight separation of the beam-
like particles from the evaporation residues, which are
dispersed horizontally at the separator focal plane ac-
cording to their 2/Q (mass to ionic charge state ratio).
The residues are implanted into the double-sided silicon

strip detector located at the focal plane and an explicit
mass identification is made from the horizontal position
of each implantation event in the detector. In this way
an indirect mass assignment using excitation functions
can be avoided.

The strip detector records the x,y position and energy
of each implantation event and of the subsequent proton
and alpha decays. The detector consists of 48 strips per
face, orthogonally crossed to provide two-dimensional
position information. Each face has a strip pitch of 335
pm with an active area of 16 mm X 16 mm and a thick-
ness of 60—110pm. The excellent position resolution en-
ables e%cient position and time correlations to be made
between implantation events and their causally related
decays, which produces extremely clean decay energy
spectra for transitions over a long range of decay half-
lives.

A rotating aperture wheel containing degrading foils
and collimating masks is positioned immediately in front
of the strip detector. The aluminum foils reduce the en-
ergy of the residues before implantation into the detector
and have a range of thicknesses from 200 pgcm to 2
mgcm . This energy reduction minimizes the satura-
tion of the high gain decay event amplifiers caused by im-
plantation events. The strip detector is mounted in front
of a passivated implanted planar silicon detector with an
active area of 450 mm and a thickness of 700 pm. This
detector is used to measure the energies of positrons, x
rays, low-energy y rays, and P-delayed protons in coin-
cidence with events in the strip detector.

Two consecutive runs were performed on the Dares-
bury recoil separator over a period of 72 h, using the re-
actions Ni+ Mo ~ ' Yb* and Ni+ Ru ~ ' Hf".
For the first reaction 500 @gem thick self-supporting
foils of isotopically enriched Mo were irradiated with a
beam of Ni ions at an energy of 261 MeV. This pro-
duced the compound nucleus ' Yb* with a mean excita-
tion energy of =50 MeV which was chosen to maximize
the yield of ' Tm produced via the p2n evaporation
channel. The second reaction used 400 pg cm thick foils
of isotopically enriched Ru mounted on foils of 700
pg cm thick aluminum with beam energies of 300 and
311 MeV, producing the compound nucleus ' Hf' with
mean excitation energies of =61 and =69 MeV respec-
tively, which were designed to optimize the production of

Lu via the p3n channel. The Ru targets were mount-
ed onto the target ladder with the aluminum "backing"
facing the beam in order to prevent additional scattering
of the evaporation residues from the aluminum, so max-
imizing their acceptance by the recoil separator.

In the first reaction the recoil separator was set to posi-
tion A = 147 evaporation residues onto the center of the
detector, with charge state Q =27+. The beam current
was maintained at approximately 5 particles nA over a
total period of 36 h, with an average implantation rate of
700 Hz. In the second reaction the recoil separator was
adjusted to position A = 150 residues onto the center of
the detector, with charge state Q =29+. An implanta-
tion rate of 1.5 kHz was maintained over a period of 24 h
with a beam energy of 300 MeV, followed by a further 8
h with a beam energy of 311 MeV.
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proved precision which is mainly due to the good
peak/background ratio contained in this data.

Figure 3 shows a sequence of mass gated A =147 de-
cay energy spectra expanded about the two proton peaks.
The four spectra show decay events back-correlated to a
preceding implantation event within the given
implantation-decay time difference. The change in rela-
tive intensity of the two proton peaks with increasing
time difference is clearly shown in the spectra, which is
due to the peaks' different half-lives. The 10-ms time
difference spectrum contains all the yield of the 1.11-
MeV peak whereas the intensity of the 1.0S-MeV peak in-
creases through the sequence of spectra. Figure 4 shows
the implantation-decay time difference spectra for the
1.11-MeV peak and the 1.05-MeV peak from which new
independent half-life measurements have been made for
each of the two lines. The resulting half-life values, de-
duced from least-squares fits to the data, are

t t&2
=360+40 ps for the excited-state transition (previous

value t ized =360+80 ps [8]) and t, &2=580+70 ms for the
ground-state transition (previous value t t&z =560+40 ms
[15]) which are in excellent agreement with the previous
measurements.

Tentative evidence has also been discovered for a pre-
viously unidentified weakly populated (cr (100 nb) pro-
ton decay peak in the A =147 mass gated spectrum with
an energy of 947.4+5.0 keV and a half-life in the range
100 ps —10 ms. On the basis of Q~-value arguments the
most likely source of this activity is ' Tm, since for the
remaining A =147 residues typical Q~ values are —0.4,—2. 1, and —0.3 MeV for ' Yb, ' Er, and ' Ho, respec-
tively [9]. However, further data will be required before
a positive assignment can be made.

No evidence was seen for the four higher-energy
short-lived peaks observed by Hofmann et al. from

Yb', despite using the same beam energy as the GSI
measurements. These peaks appeared in the GSI data
[11]with energies of approximately 2467 keV (o = 10 pb),
2851 keV (o =20 pb), 2935 keV (tr = 5 pb), and 3277 keV
(o =5 pb). Figure 5 shows the position-correlated decay
energy spectrum from the present data within a 50-ms
implantation-decay time gate. There is no evidence for
any peaks above the background events at any energy be-
tween that of the ' Tm peaks and the alpha peak from
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FIG. 3. Sequence of A =147 position-correlated decay ener-

gy spectra showing the two intense proton peaks from ' Tm,
gated on increasing implantation-decay time difFerence.

FIG. 4. Implantation-decay time difference spectra for (a) the
1.11-MeV ' Tm proton transition and (b) the ground-state
1.05-Me V ' Tm proton transition. Also shown are least-
squares fits to the data, with the measured half-lives.
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FIG. 5. Energy spectra for time gated ( & 50 ms) decay events
from all mass groups for the reaction ' Ni+ Mo~' Yb*. No
evidence was found for the discrete peaks seen at GSI at ener-
gies between 2.5 and 3.5 MeV.

Figure 6 shows the decay energy spectrum for all
events from the reaction Ni+ Ru~' HP. A variety

Tb at 3.99 MeV. Based on the GSI data such peaks
would be expected to occur in this spectrum with yields
of between 10 and 50 counts. In the present data the
presence of Q =28+ residues means that the recoil
separator accepts masses over a continuous range from
A = 145 to 154 and it is therefore possible to exclude as
the source of this activity nuclei in this mass range. The
origin of the peaks in the GSI data therefore remains un-
known.

B. Proton emission from ' Lu

of intense alpha lines are present, produced mainly from
isotopic contamination of the target. The proton peak
from ' 'Lu is clearly visible at an energy of 1.23 MeV and
contains a slight asymmetry on the high-energy side. The
detailed mass and energy structure of this line can be
identified in Fig. 7 which shows three mass gated spectra
containing position-correlated decay events within a 50-
ms implantation-decay time gate. Figure 7(a) is mass gat-
ed on both A =150 and 151, and clearly shows the
higher-energy component on the side of the 1.23-MeV
peak. Figure 7(b) is gated on A =151 and shows the
1.23-MeV proton peak from ' 'Lu without the higher-
energy component. This mass gated spectrum provides
the first direct mass assignment of the 1.23-MeV transi-
tion to ' 'Lu. Figure 7(c) is gated on A =150 and clearly
shows the weaker proton peak at an energy of 1.26 MeV.
This transition is therefore unambiguously assigned to
proton emission from an A =150 nucleus. Among the
3 =150 evaporation residues only ' Lu has a positive
predicted Q~ value which is in agreement with the mea-
sured value, although emission of an h&&&2 proton could,
in principle, occur from long-lived m.h» &2 vh

& & &2
10+

isomeric states such as those measured in the N =81 iso-
tones 146Tb i48Ho and isoTm However, the half-life of
this isomer in ' Tm is t, &z=5.2+0.3 ms [16] and can be
excluded as a source of this activity. In addition, the pre-
dicted Q~ value for proton emission from the 10+ state in

Tm to the corresponding vh»&z state in ' Er is only
=300 keV. The assignment of this proton transition to
the p3n evaporation channel from ' HP is also con-
sistent with the observed yield and we therefore identify
the 1.26-MeV peak as proton emission from ' Lu.

The energy of the ' Lu peak was measured from this
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FIG. 6. Decay energy spectrum for all events from ' Hf*. The proton peak from ' 'Lu is clearly visible at an energy of 1.23 MeV.
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data, using the proton peak from ' 'Lu and the alpha
peaks from ' 'Ho, ' 'Ho as cahbration energies. The
transition energy obtained after corrections was
E =1261.0+4.0 keV, which is in excellent agreement
with the previously measured value of 1262.7+3.6 keV
[5]. Figure 8 shows the time difference spectra obtained
for ' Lu and ' 'Lu and their measured half-lives, giving
a first half-life measurement of ' Lu with a value of
tt&2 =35+10 ms (previous limit ) 10 ms [8]). The half-
life was also measured for ' 'Lu giving t»2=90+10 ms
which is in good agreement with the previous value
( t I y2

=85+ 10 ms [8]).
No evidence was found from this reaction for the weak

1.36-MeV proto~ line tentatively reported by Hofmann
et al. The GSI data suggest a very weak peak at 1.36
MeV with an approximate cross section of 1 pb and a
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FIG. 8. Implantation-decay time di6'erence spectra for (a)
"Lu and (b) ' 'Lu. Also shown are least-squares fits to the
data, with measured half-lives.

lower half-life limit of 2 ms. By comparison with the
yield of the ' Lu peak, the present data would be expect-
ed to contain approximately 10 counts at 1.36 MeV. The
decay energy spectra from our data show no evidence in
any mass group for a peak at this energy. Due to the
poor event statistics in the GSI spectrum, it must be con-
cluded that the suggested peak is actually due to statisti-
cal Auctuations in the event background.

30"
150

U TABLE I. Summary and comparison of proton decay half-
life and energy measurements from this work.

r
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FIG. 7. Mass gated energy spectra showing proton peaks
from ""Hf* time gated within 50 ms. (a) Spectrum gated
around both A =150 and 151. (1) Spectrum gated around
A =151 showing the 1.23-MeV proton peak from "'Lu. (c)
Spectrum gated around A =150 showing the weaker 1.26-MeV
proton peak, assigned to the decay of" Lu.

Nucleus

147T

147T

150Lu
151L

109I

1110.8+3.9
1261.0+4.0

1051.0+3.3
1118.5+5.3
1262.7+3.6
1232.8+2.8
812.6+4.0

'Hofmann [5].
Larsson et al. [15].

'Hofmann et al. [8].
Heine et al. [17].

New E~ Previous E~'
(keV) (keV) New t&"g&'

580+70 ms
360+40 ps
35+10 ms
90+10 ms

100+5 ps

Previous t;")z'

560+40 ms
360+80 ps'

+ 10 ms'
85+10 ms'

107+6 ps
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The proton transitions measured in this work have
been assigned to proton emission from the nuclei ' Tm,

Lu, and ' 'Lu. The new proton energies and half-lives
are summarized in Table I, together with a new half-life
value for the proton emitter ' I which was measured
during a preliminary experiment. Previous energy and
half-life measurements are also shown in Table I. The
present half-life measurements are consistent with the
previously recorded values and have a comparable or im-
proved precision.

E (MeV)

1.5—

0.5—

0 1/2, 3/2

149
70 Yb7g

5,6

1.26 MeV

150
71 LU 79

35 ms

V. DISCUSSION

A. Assignment of the proton transitions from ' Tm

1.5—
3/2+

1 1/2

360'.s
580 ms

A comparison of the measured proton half-lives with
calculated estimates allows the orbital angular momen-
tum of the emitted proton to be identified. In the shell-
model nuclei in this region the proton single-particle lev-
els s]/2 d3/2 and h»/2 are all candidates to occupy the
Fermi level and their relative ordering is generally uncer-
tain. Table II summarizes the results of half-life esti-
mates for the measured proton transitions from ' Tm,
calculated using the WKB approximation with the
optical-model potential of Becchetti and Greenlees [18].
Similar half-life values are calculated using the potential
of Percy [19] and, in general, the variations in half-life
due to the choice of potential are not significant in com-
parison with the sensitivity of the half-life to the proton /

value. The existing assignment of the 1.051-MeV ' Tm
peak to an 1 = 5 transition from an h, &/2 orbital is clearly
confirmed by this half-life measurement. In the case of
the 1.111-MeV excited-state transition from ' Tm, the
new half-life measurement provides further evidence to
support an l =2 proton transition and we therefore as-
sign this activity to proton emission from the d3/2 state,
lying at an energy of 60 keV above the h»/2 ground state
(see Fig. 9). This is in contrast to some previous authors
(e.g., [20—22]) who have assumed an s, /2 proton level for
this excited state.

The energy systematics of the d3/2 and s&/2 levels in
even-N thulium isotopes above N =82 [22,23] show the
s j/2 level occupying the first excited state with an excita-

E (MeV)

0.5—
Ep ——1

1.05 MeV

0 0

146
68 Er78

147
69 ™78

tion energy of approximately 40 keV. The d3/z level in
Tm lies above the s»2 level with an excitation energy

of 135 keV above the h»/2 ground state [21]. In ' 'Tm
the sequence of gamma transitions between low-lying
single-particle states (g7/2 s[/2 ) has been observed [24,22]
although no measurement has been made of the s&/2 exci-
tation energy above the h»/2 ground state. Below
N =82 no states are known in ' Tm apart from the h

& &/2

ground state [25] and for ' 7Tm the only known level as-
signments are from proton radioactivity experiments.
The energy of the s&/2 level in ' 'Tm was deduced by
Akovali et al. [22] by interpolating between the 43-keV
s&/2 state in ' Tm and the 60-keV proton-emitting state
in ' Tm, which was assumed to be s»z. Our assignment
of the d3/2 state as the first excited level in ' Tm there-
fore casts doubt on these published absolute excitation
energies of the single-particle states in ' 'Tm. Further-

FIG. 9. Deduced partial level schemes of "Lu and ' Tm
showing the measured direct proton transitions.

TABLE II. Summary of calculated half-lives for the measured proton transitions.

Nucleus '4'Tm 147T 150L 151L

E~ (keV)

Q~ (keV)'
Measured half-life t;/~
Proton branch b~
Partial half-life t;")2'~

calc dt I/2, z 3si/2
2d 3/2
1A i i/2

1051.0+3.3
1071.3+3.3
580+70 ms
21+10%"
2.8+1 q s

95 ps
860 ps
2.7 s

1110.8+3.9
1131.5+3.9
360+40 ps

=- 100%'
360+40 ps

17 ps
150 ps
460 ms

1261.0+4.0
1283.2+4.0
35+10 ms
80+20 %'
40+ 2o ms

1.4 ps
13 ps
33 ms

1232.8+2.8
1254.7R2. 8
90+10 ms
70+35 %%uoc

130+ o m
2.8 ps
24 ps
62 ms

'Q~ =E~+recoil energy of nucleus + screening correction estimated from [32].
b from [15].

'b~ deduced using P-decay half-life estimates from [31].
WKB calculations [33] using the Becchetti-Cxreenlees potential, assuming a spectroscopic factor of uni-

ty.
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more, the positioning of the d3/Q state beneath the sl/2
state in odd-even nuclei below N =82 has been recently
suggested by the measurement of proton states in ' Tb
[26].

Q. The protpn decay Of 15ot.u

A comparison between the calculated and measured
proton partial half-lives for ' Lu and ' 'Lu is also given
in Table II, covering the si/2 d3/p and hI&/2 proton
states. Partial proton half-lives are calculated as before
using the WKB approximation with the real part of the
optical-model potential from Becchetti and Greenlees.
For both ' Lu and ' 'Lu the new half-life measurements
clearly identify an l =5 transition in each case and ex-
clude the emission of either an l =0 or 2 proton.

Odd-odd nuclei in this region with N =79 or 81 have
two P-decaying states which lie very close together in en-

ergy. The high-spin state has J =5 or 6 produced by
the coupling of an h»/~ proton and an s, /2 or d3/2 neu-
tron hole, whilst the low-spin state has J =1+ produced
by the coupling of s»2 or d3/2 protons with neutron
holes. The high-spin level has been assigned to a 6 state
in the N =79 nucleus ' Tm [27] and in the N =81 nuclei

Ho [28] and ' Tm [27,29]. The relative separation of
the two levels in this region is generally unknown, al-
though Nitschke et al. [30] place the 6 state in ' Ho
and ' Tm approximately 100 keV above the 1+ ground
state. The negative-parity high-spin states are preferen-
tially populated when these odd-N nuclei are produced
via heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reactions, whereas only
the 1+ state is observed when produced from a P-

decaying precursor.
The observed I =5 1.26-MeV proton transition is as-

signed to proton emission from the high-spin 5 or 6
level in ' Lu to a low-spin (probably either s, iz or d3i2)
neutron hole state in ' Yb and is shown in Fig. 9. This is
consistent with the high-spin level occupying either the
ground state or low-lying isomeric state in ' Lu and con-
tinues the trend of I = 5 proton emission from h Ili2 pro-
ton states in ' 'Lu and ' Tm. Following the recent
discovery of proton radioactivity from ' Ta and ' Re,
the observed proton emission from ' Lu completes a se-
quence of three consecutive odd-odd proton emitters,
where below N=82 proton emission is seen from the
h»/2 proton orbital and above N =82 from the d3/2 pro-
ton orbital.

C. Half-life predictions

Drip line proton radioactivity has been established
from nuclei in two distinct regions of the nuclear chart.
Between Z =53—55 proton emission has been identified
from the deformed transitional nuclei ' I and "Cs,
whereas the remaining examples occur from spherical nu-

clei between Z =69—75 and with neutron numbers near
82. As the available data on proton transition half-lives
increase, it is of interest to compare the measured values
for nuclei from both regions with the various available
calculations.

Calculated proton decay half-lives are shown in Table
III, produced using a selection of theoretical approaches.
Two sets of half-lives are shown calculated using the
WKB approximation and the real part of the optical-
model potential, with the parameters of Becchetti and

TABLE III. Summary of proton partial half-lives for the known drip line proton transitions, com-

pared to various calculated values.

Nucleus

160R b

156Tab

151L

150L

'4'Tm
'4'Tm
113Cs

109I

(keV)

1284+6
1042+13

1254.7+2.8
1283.2+4.0
1071.3+3.3
1131.5+3.9
977.1+3.7'

828.9+4.0'

t exit e

870+200 ps
165+165

130+ 160

2.8+12 s
360+40 ps
33+7 ps

100+5 ps

B+Gg

160 ps
42 ms
62 ms
33 ms
2.7 s

150 ps
140 ps

0.4 ps
3.0 ms
7.3 ps

tcalc f
1/2, p

Percy~

130 ps
32 ms
24 ms
13 ms
1.0 s

120 ps
110 ps

0.3 ps
2.5 ms
5.7 ps

Bugrov"

29-41 ps'
0.4—6.8 ps'
2.3—2.8 ms
30-190 ps'

'Q~ =E„+recoil energy of nucleus + screening correction estimated from [32].
From Page et al. [12].

'From Hofmann [5].
From Gillitzer et al. [4].

'Experimental proton partial half-life t', ")2t~ deduced from the measured proton transition half-life and

the calculated P partial half-life [31].
'Calculated proton partial half-life t1/2 p assuming a spectroscopic factor of unity.
~WKB calculations [33]: BG, Becchetti-Greenlees potential [18],Percy, Percy potential [19].
"Half-lives are calculated using a deformed potential [35],with the quantum numbers noted below:
'p2-0. 10—0. 15, 3+ [421].
'P~ =0. 10—0. 15, —'+ [420].
"P~=0.05-0. 10, ~+ [421].
'p2=0. 05 —0. 10,—'+ [420].
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Greenlees [18] and of Percy [19]. The potential of Bec-
chetti and Greenlees is derived from proton scattering
data taken at proton energies of 30—40 MeV whilst the
potential of Percy provides an alternative parameter set
for proton energies below 20 MeV [34]. In addition,
Table III shows half-lives for ' I and "Cs calculated us-
ing the multiparticle model of Bugrov and Kadmenskii
[35] which are calculated using an axially deformed
Woods-Saxon potential.

Nuclei close to the N =82 shell closure are generally
spherical in shape, and proton half-lives measured from

Tm, ' Lu, and ' 'Lu are expected to be described well
by transitions between shell-model states. Since for this
region proton emission enhancement factors are not ex-
pected, it is possible to exclude any calculated half-lives
which are significantly longer than the measured values.
The calculated half-lives shown in Table III are either in
agreement with or are shorter than the measured values.
Half-lives calculated using the Becchetti and Greenlees
potential are consistently longer than those produced us-
ing the potential of Percy and are in better agreement
with the data. The largest discrepancy using the Bec-
chetti and Greenlees potential is for ' Re where the cal-
culated half-life is within a factor of 5 of the measured
value. It can be concluded therefore that these transi-
tions are consistent with a spherical shell-model descrip-
tion of these nuclei. However, the position is different for
the two lighter nuclei ' I and "Cs. The predicted
shell-model states around the Fermi level in these nuclei
are the 2d5&2 and Ig7&z levels, above the ' Sn core. In
both nuclei the calculated half-lives for 1=4 transitions
between shell-model states are longer than the measured
values, particularly in the case of ' I, and hence can be
excluded. For l =2 transitions hindrance factors of up to
20 X for ' I and 100X for " Cs are required to give
agreement between the calculated shell-model half-lives
and the data. This apparent failure of the shell-model
description is not unexpected since both ' I and "Cs are
predicted to exhibit substantial prolate deformation
[9,36], typically P2 =0. 15—0.20 for ' I and
/32=0. 20—0.25 for "Cs. In contrast, the deformation
dependent model of Bugrov and Kadmenskii [35] calcu-
lates half-lives for ' I and "Cs which are in good agree-
ment with the measured values. The half-lives given in
Table III use the deformation values Pz —-0.05—0. 10 for

I and P2—-0. 10—0. 15 for "Cs to obtain the best fit to
the experimental half-lives, and Bugrov and Kadmenskii
assign the transitions to the Nilsson orbitals —,

'+ [420] and
—,'+[421], respectively. Clearly it would be desirable to
test the general validity of the Bugrov model by measur-
ing proton transitions in the intermediate region of high-
ly deformed light rare-earth nuclei.

D. Mass model predictions

The observation of proton emission from ' Lu and
' 'Lu establishes the first pair of adjacent proton-emitting
isotopes. It is therefore of interest to compare the proton
decay energies for ' Lu and ' 'Lu with calculated values
from a selection of mass models. Figure 10 shows Qz
values calculated using the macroscopic-microscopic

3.0

2 0--
150L 151L ~ Experimental data

Moiler and Nix

Liran and Zeldes

1.0--

—1.0--

—2.0 I

76 78 80
I I I I

82 84 86 88 90

Neutron number N

FIG. 10. Proton Q values for isotopes of lutetium with calcu-
lated values from the mass models of Moiler and Nix, Liran and
Zeldes, and Myers. The two proton decay data points from"Lu and "'Lu are shown (error bars are smaller than the sym-
bol size).

VI. SUMMARY

The explicit mass assignment provided by the Dares-
bury recoil separator has enabled direct proton transi-
tions from ' Tm, ' Lu, and ' 'Lu to be unambiguously
identified. The high correlation efficiency provided by
the double-sided strip detector allows the half-life mea-
surement of weak proton transitions and five new values
are reported. These include the first half-life measure-
ment of the proton decay of ' Lu and new half-life mea-
surements for proton transitions from ' I, ' Tm, and
' 'Lu which are consistent with the previously obtained
values and generally have an improved precision. The
measured half-lives of these proton emitters around

model of Moiler and Nix [9], the spherical shell-model
calculations of Liran and Zeldes [37] and the droplet
model of Myers [38]. The experimentally measured Q~
values for ' Lu and ' 'Lu are shown, together with the
only other known Q value derived from mass measure-
ments. It can be seen that the proton emission data pro-
duce Q~ values for nuclei lying eight isotopes beyond the
known mass surface. Despite this both the mass models
of Moiler and Nix and of Liran and Zeldes fit the proton
emission values to within approximately 200 keV. How-
ever, the strength of the odd-even staggering in the
Moiler and Nix calculations is greater than in the data, in
contrast to the Liran and Zeldes values which underesti-
mate this effect. The Myers' liquid drop calculations are
consistently lower than the actual Q values by about 700
keV, which is a known feature of this model [39] and is
also seen in the neutron-deficient thulium, tantalum, and
rhenium isotopes.
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A = l50 give good agreement with calculated estimates,
and are consistent with a spherical shell-model descrip-
tion of these nuclei. This is in contrast to the proton
transitions observed from the deformed nuclei ' I and"Cs, which cannot be described in terms of pure shell-
model states. Further proton radioactivity measurements
linking these two regions are clearly desirable to under-

stand in more detail the factors influencing proton decay
transition probabilities.
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